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In The Court of Smt. Priyanka Saikia, Munsiff No. 2, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

Case No: Misc (J) 53/2022 

(i/c T.S. 114/2018) 

 
Sri Golap Saikia & Others 

-vs- 

Sri Balin Saikia & Others 

 

19.12.2022 

 Both sides are represented. 

 Heard the learned counsels appearing on behalf of 

the parties Having so heard, by this order, I shall dispose 

of the Misc(J) case filed by petitioners under Order I Rule 

10 and Order VI Rule 17 of the CPC for impleadment 

plaintiff No.7 and  proforma defendant No.1 to 7 in the 

Title Suit No.114 of 2018.  

The petitioners case: Petitioners have instituted 

this instant main suit for declaration, eviction, cancellation 

of mutation and permanent injunction. Due to inadvertence 

petitioners in their main suit failed to furnish the name of 

legal heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu Saikia and 

another son of Late Kakil Saikia namely Nitul Saikia. 

Therefore petitioners have prayed before this court to add 

the mentioned name as parties and to allow the 

amendment of the plaint. 

 The opp. parties version: The OPs resisted the 

aforementioned impleadment petition. In their written 
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objections, the opp parties deposed that petitioners did not 

have knowledge regarding those parties and in written 

statement, the opp. Parties too the plea of non-joinder of 

some necessary parties i.e. legal heirs of the daughter of 

Late Dehu Saikia. In the given circumstances, the present 

petition is not tenable and hence it is liable to be rejected.  

Discussion, decision and reasons thereof: In the 

course of hearing, the learned counsel for the plaintiff 

submitted that legal heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late 

Dehu Saikia and another son of Late Kakil Saikia namely 

Nitul Saikia presence are necessary in the suit for an 

effective adjudication of the dispute. As such, they are 

necessary parties. Hence, the petitioners are required to be 

impleaded plaintiff No.7 and proforma-defendant No.1 to 

7.  

 Learned counsel for the defendants, on the other 

hand, contended that plaintiffs got sufficient opportunities 

to implead the legal heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late 

Dehu Saikia and another son of Late Kakil Saikia namely 

Nitul Saikia, despite of having knowledge that the 

defendants have taken specific plea regarding the non 

joinder of necessary parties in the written statement, 

hence at this stage, petition should be rejected.  

 I have accorded thoughtful considerations to the 

submissions advanced by the learned counsels for both the 

sides. I have also gone through the record of the case.  
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 In order to appreciate the rival contentions of the 

parties, it will be apt to examine the provisions dealing with 

addition of parties in a civil suit.  

 Order I, Rule 10(2) of the CPC empowers the Court 

to implead or add a person as a party to the suit at any 

stage thereof, if such a person ought to have been joined 

or whose presence is necessary in order to enable the 

Court to effectively and completely adjudicate upon and 

settle all the questions involved in the suit. Order I Rule 

10(2) of C.P.C. provides that the Court may at any stage of 

the proceedings, either upon or without the application of 

either party, and on such terms as may appear to the 

Court to be just, order that the name of any party 

improperly joined, whether as plaintiff or defendant, be 

struck out, and that the name, of any person who ought to 

have been joined, whether as plaintiff or defendant, or 

whose presence before the court may be necessary in 

order to enable the Court effectually and completely to 

adjudicate upon and settle all the questions involved in the 

suit, be added.  

 Thus, the Court has power to add a party plaintiff or 

party defendant at any stage of the suit if the same is 

required for effectual and complete adjudication of the 

suit.  

 In the instant case also it is stated that the legal 

heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu Saikia have no 

claims upon the suit land and to demonstrate the fact that 

they have no claim, it has become necessary to implead 
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them as legal heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu 

Saikia. Therefore, the Court is of the considered opinion 

that legal heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu Saikia 

and another son of Late Kakil Saikia namely Nitul Saikia as 

parties are the necessary parties to the suit and their 

impleadment will enable the Court to effectually and 

completely to adjudicate the matter and settle all the 

questions involved in the suit. There is no doubt that the 

plaintiff was negligent during institution of the suit as legal 

heirs of Late Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu Saikia and 

another son of Late Kakil Saikia namely Nitul Saikia as 

parties was left to be impleaded as a parties. However, it is 

of the considered opinion that allowing legal heirs of Late 

Demui Deka, D/O Late Dehu Saikia and another son of 

Late Kakil Saikia namely Nitul Saikia as parties to be 

impleaded as a party will not cause any prejudice to the 

other side rather will help the Court to dispose the matter 

effectively. Moreover, it is the plaintiffs being dominus litis 

have the right to choose the person against whom they 

wish to litigate. Therefore, I find no ground to believe that 

the opp. parties will suffer if the prayer of the petitioners is 

allowed. For the reasons above stated, the instant petition 

is allowed as prayed for; however a cost of Rs. 1,000/- 

(Rupees One Thousand) only is imposed upon the 

petitioners payable to the opp. parties in order to 

compensate the opp. parties for the inconvenience caused 

by proposed amendment. 

 Accordingly, Misc(J) case is disposed of.  


